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Abstract

The hyperoctahedral group B. is :reated as the automorphism group of the n-dimermional

hypercube, denoted Q., which is nowadays unde:smod to he a graph on 2’ vertices. It is wefl-

known that Bn can be represented by the group of signed permutations. In o’ $er words, any

signed permutation induces a permutation on the vertices of Qn which preserves adjacencies,

Moreover, signed permutations also induce a permutat ion group on the edges of Q., denoted

Hn. We ~tudy the cycle fitruct’lree of both Bm and /1.. The technique proposed here is to

determine the induced cycle structure of ● signed permutation by the number of fixed vertices

or fixed edges of ● signed permutation in the cyclic group generated by ● signed permutation

o{ given type. Here we dimtly define the type of ● signed permutation by ● double partition

baaed on its ~igned cyc!e decompmition. In thi~ way, we obtain explicit formulas for the

number of induced cycles on vertices M well tM on edges of Qn of a signed permutation in

terms of its type. By furth?r exploririg Ch connection Mwmm cycle indices snd th~ structure

of fixed points, wc obtain the cyc.lc indices of hoLh I)m and /ln. Our formula for the cycle

index of & in much mom natural and considerably ~implcr than that of Harrison and High.

Meanwhile, the cycle etructure of Hn seemu to have been untouchccf before, although it u

well mr)tivatcd by ncmisomorph!c ~dge colorings of Qn m WCII as by the rcuwt intwefit in

nymmctries of computm nctworkn.

1 Introduction

Thr hypmociahedral group rm8ic!mwl in thinpaprr will ho undrrstmd as the symnwtry group

of Lhe n.dimcneional hypmcubc, or simply the n-culm. An in [1] wr nhall chnom tu treat the

n.rub~ as ● graph, usually dcnutm! Qm, To b~ mrm nprrilir, thr vertm wt of Q,, ccmnintn

of all thr nquonrm of O’IIand 1’s of length n and two nuch nqutoIms wr adjmont whmwver

they differ ●t exartly on~ ponilion, N~.mthrlv#n, this slandpitlt in by no mmnn IIllbhtWl~idl)’
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different from that of treatin~ the hypercube as a regul= solid in the n-dimensional Euclidean

space. The recent surge of interest in symmetry properties of computer networks h= led to

the investigation of automorphism groups as well as the induced edge automorphism groups

of the currently studied network models, including the hype: rube. Throughout, we shall use

& to denote the group of symmetries of the n-cube (graph autornorphisms of Qn in the

present context ), and H“ to denote the induced permutation group of B. on the edges of Qm.

Sometimes, the term iine-grwup of a graph G is used for the permutation group on the edges

of G induced by the automorphism group of C. In this sense, H. is the line-group of Qm.

In view of ?tdya theory on enumeration under group action, an important feature of an

automorphism group is its cycle structure. In particular, the study of the cycle structure of

Bn h-an interesting history. From the signed permutation representation of B., namely, the

fact that L?mcan be represented by the wreath producl of S. and S2, P61ya [13] noticed that

the number of types of Boolean functions in n variables equals the number of nonisomorphic

vertex colorings of the n-cube using two colors. This led to the question of computing the

cyck+ structure of lln. Although Bn is isomorphic to the wreath product S.[S2], which is a

permutation group on 2n elements whine cycle index can be obtained by th- of S. and

S2 in terms the operation called pktltysm or P61ya’s composition, B. itself is a much more

sophisticated permutation group on 2“ eiemcnts which does not s-m to pomeso relatively

simple cycie structure. In fact, P61ya [13] computed the cycle indices of f3. up to n =

4. This problem got more attention with the advent of the switching circuit themry. The

complete solution was first obtained by Sl~pian [16] based on Young’s results on irreducible

representations of Bn. Later on, Hwrimn and High [9] succealed in obtaining the cycle index

of Bn which ah leads to a solution to the problem of counting types of Boolean functions,

However, the formula of Harrison and High is rather involved. Our method turns out to

be more natural tid considerably simpler than th~t of Harrison and High’s, moreover, our

approach is more effective regarding its applicability to more general fiituation~ such aJ the

cycle structure of the line-group Hn of Qn, a permutation group on n2m-1 edges, It aeemu

that the cycle structure of Jln haa been untouchrd in previous research, although it is well

motivated by the enumeration oi nonisomorphic edge coloring of Q. as well u by the recent

intircwt in edge nymmctrica of computer networks.

Our first objective is to obtain th~ ryclc polynomials of both l?n and /1.. As we know in

many rirrumstancc~, such u counting lyptw of UOOIWUIfunctions and vortex coloring of the

n.rutm. we du not rwdly mwd all tlw information umttinml in tht’ rycl~ indrx of il... Instead,

for a pmmutation group G, mmctimm it mfhrm to havo tho following polynomial:
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to . apute than cycle indices. Keeping in mind that the signed permutation representation

of Bn is considerably e=ier than Bn itself, one naturally expects that the cycle structure of

& should folIow in some way from that of signed permutations. First, we observe a simple

connection between the cycle structure af a permutation and the Burnside Lemma so that

counting cycles reduces to counting fixed points. Secondly, by using a recent result of [1],

we unexpectedly found that the number of fixed vertices of a symmetry of Q~ c= be easily

determined by its signed cycle decomposition. The notion of balanced signed cycles defined in

[1] turned out to be crucial in our approach. We remark that our method is not only effective

for f3. and H., but also for other permutations groups induced from wreath product of two

permutation groups. It turns out to be satisfying that the notion of double partitions used in

the representation theory of B. naturally arises in the present context, and we can explicitly

give the induced cycle structure of any signed permutation in terms of its type (in the form

of a double partition).

13y further exploring the connection between induced CYCICstructure and fixed points, we

find that for any induced permutation group its cycle structure is determined by the structure

of fixed points (the Cycle Structure Lemma). In this way, We achieve our I@ of computing

the cycle indices of both B~ and H*, the tiecond objective of this paper.

2 A Cycle Counting Lemma

Let G bc a group and S be a finite sict. Let II be a permu ration group on S, namely ●

subgroup of the symmetric group on S. Given isomorphism p from G to ~:

we usually say Lhat f is a group acting on S in the sense that a element of G acts on S through

its image of under the isomorphism p, With the komorphisrn p being understood. we shall

simply call II an inducrd group from G. SpecilicsJly, as far as WOare concern~ in this paper,

C will be the wreath product Sn[S2], or the group of signed permutations on n element-. The

hypcroctahedral group is sm induced group of Sn[S2], which is a permutation gToup on the

vcrticcs of Qm. Given a eigned permutation x the acting role (i.c,, the isomorphimm p w above)

of m on Qn is explained as permuting the sequence of 0’s and 1’s and then taking complements

in rcrtain ponitirms. the d~tailed definition will be givcm in the next ecction. Anothrr induc~d

group is thr cdg~ automorphinm grtmp of S,,l.$m]. Ily dctinition. An mutomorphihrn on ● graph

indunw a pmmutatirm on the edges of the .,ph. Thus, .$”[.$2] ako indurm a permutation

group on the wigm of Qn. Our obj=tiv~ In to coneidw the cyclo structurm of th~ abcw

mentioned indum-wt permutation groupo on tlw vortices and tdgm of (Jn.
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of g. To this end, M’s recall some basic terminolcqg related to the Burnside Lemma. Given

two elements S1 and 92 in S, we say s] is equivalent to s2, denoted s I -- s2, if them exists an

elemsnt g E C such that

x#91 = .62 .

Then it is easy to verify that * is an equivalence relation on S. For any g E G, we denote

by ~(g) the number of elements s E S such that r~s = s, namely the number of elements

fixed by g. Then ihe Burnside Lemma states that the number of equivalence classm under

* equals

Ucing the Burnside Lemma, we may compute the number of cycles of aa induced permu-

tation in terms of the number of fixed points Gf the induced permutation.

Lemma 2.1 (Cycle Counting Lemma) Let C & a group acting on S, and g 6 G. Then

the numbrv oj cycies 0$ the induced pewnutation Xg 0$ g equals

trhem o(g) is the onfer ojg in C and V(o) is the numkr of Flrfiicnt.ss E S J&f by ~, nnmcly

red = d.

Pmoj. We simply write x for x,. 11 is easy to see that two elemrnts SI, q E S are in

the same cycle in the decomposition of T if and only if there exists a permutation u = Ti for

some I euch that U(sl) = da. Therefore, the number of cycles of r is the same as the number

of equivalence clwes of D under the permutation group (~) = {e, x, X2, . . .}. Clearly, (z)

is finite. By the Burnside Lemma, we have

where a(r) is the order of x and tl~(~) is th~ Ilumlwr of elements d E f) frxcd hy W, namely

@ = d. Since (g) in isomorphic to (x), wc have u(g) = o(z). Thih completeo the prnof, I

3 The Cycle Polynomial of l?.

W~ first rcrall ROIIWddinitionn from [1], Ilrr My positivp intrg~r n, we shall urw [n] to drnotr

thrlwt{l ,2,..., n}, W@may reprcschl an rlcmont w E Ilm by a ntgfwd ~rmutafiml of [?1],i.r.,

a pwmutation of [n] with a + or - nign attached to each clcnwnt 1, 2, 1... II. k’or tumphrity

i
+- - +-’

of notntion we omit thv + reign In cxamplon. ‘1’hun ( 4 5)t3)(l ti)or(24; )(~)(l ;)

rcprwwntn an element of I)fi with u;ldmlying pmmutatiwr (2 4 5) (3) ( 1 6) (writtmn ill ryclr
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notation ). We call each a representation of an element of B“ a signed c~cfe decomposition.

A signed permutation w acts on a vertex U1U2 .-. u. of Q. by the rule

u’(ulu~ -.. u“)= firm . . . Cm(n) ,

where m is the underlying permutation of w and

{

%) ‘
if j has the sign + .

%J) =
1- k(,), if j has the sign - .

(3.1)

Thus the action of m on u = UI U2 .,. un can be understood as the action of permuting u into

Uw(l) U*(2) “““ Ur(m), and then taking complement.s at positions where x has minus signs. If

we define the sign wxtor (sl, s2, ..., s“) of a signed permutation w &

{

o, if j h= the sign + ,
s=J

1, if j h= the sign -,

Then (3.1 ) can be rewritten as

‘*(J) = ‘W(J) + ‘qJ (mod 2)” (3,2)

To make the above definition a little rlearcr. wc may let t-l 112..’ v“ = U’(UI Ua .‘. Un), then

(3.2 ) becomes

‘*(J) = UJ + SW(J) (mod 2). (3.3)

For two symmetries r and a of Q~, we define their product by

(Su)(u, tq . ..um)=u(qu. u~ ... Un)),

where UI tia . . . u~ is any vertex of Qn. Note that the above convention is curmistent with

the usual definition of product of ordinary pmrnutations, i.e., for two permutations x and u

on [n], xu is defrncd by (xu)(i) = u(x(i)) for any i. :f no confusion e.rises, we tihall identify

a signed permutation s with its underlying permutation when applied to an element in [ri]

instead a vcrtrx of Q~.

Proposition 3.1 Let TI awf fiI b two nigneff prrmutafiom on [n] UIWI underlying prrmufa-

tiona R and o and sign wrtors (sl ,Yl, . ““, un) ad (11, 14,..., f,, ). 7hrn ihr signed pmnufotion

TIUI has undrrlving prmufation nc dnd sign wcfor

(rl +s.-l(l), ta+sd -l(~), . . . . tn + .~”-1(”) ) (mod 2).

hot Ilet MIu~ . . . Umh my vmtcx of Q“ and Ict VI V2 ., . v,, = X1(UI U2 ,, I Un), I)y

(32), vw haw

I“W(,) a u, + .~”(,] (mod 2), (3A )
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Let W, uq ‘.” wn = UI(VI uz .“” u~). Hence for any j,

WJ) S Uj + te[)) (mod 2).

Substituting j with r(i) in (3.5), we get

Wa(m(,)) = ~(~o)(~)

~ ~~m(i) + le[~(i)) (mod ~)

- ‘z(i) + ‘(me)(i) (mod 2) .

From (3.4) it follows that

‘(XO )(i) s Ili + ~w(i) + ‘(~e)ii) (mod 2j.

Let r, = ~~-](il. Then we have,

(3.6)

qmu)(l) = s~-l((ma)(i)) = .q(nuu-l )(i) = ‘r(i) -

Therefore (3.6j can be written M

Since WIU72””-Wn = (7rIuIJ~sIIuz . . . u“), this implies &hat. XIol naa underlying permutation

su and sign vector (rl + Cl, . . . . rn + Sn). This complete6 the proof. 1

The following corollary will be used later.

Corollary 3.2 1A xi hc a signtxf permutation wifh underlying ~mnufation x and sign wcfor

(Ll,, #~, mi., #n). Left?=% -‘. Then X! ha underl~ing pemnufdion Xk and sign vector

(~1 + %(l) + .~, +d,b-l (,), . . . . Llm+aqn)+ ““”+ +l(m) )( mod ‘2). (318)

PmoJ We usn induction on k. The assertion is trivial for k = 1, SuppW it is true

for k. Let al = r$. Then al bw underlying permutation # and sign wtor (3.6). Let

(1, t~,,.., in) be the bign vector of al = w!, and u = Xk be the underlying permutation of

‘+1 has underlying permutation Rk+ i and sign vector61, Dy Proposition 3.1, FI

( )fl +&c-l [l), t2+Lle-l(q, . . . . ffi+ Sal-l(n) .

Clearly, we have



partition (J, p) can also be denoted by (A, p) + (p, q), if IJI = p and Ipl = q. The number of

parts of A will be denoted by f(~). Given two partitions J and p, we shall define J U p to be

the partition obtained by joining the parts of A and p together. For example, 221 u 321 =

32221. The notion of a dnuble partition is closely relation to the that of balanced cycles

introduced in [1], A signed cycles is said to be balancd if it contains an even number of

minun signs; otherwise, it is called unhafanceti. Moreover, a signed permutation is said to

be Mancmf or if every cycle is balanced in its cycle decomposition, and it is said to be

totally unhdanczd if every cycle is unbalanced in its cycle decomposition. Given a signed

permutation r, the cycle structure of m is defined by a double partition (A, p) such that J

is the cycle Etructu re of balanced cycles in the signed decomposition of x, and p is the cycle

structure of unbalanced cycles in the signed decomposition of r. For example the type of the

signed permutation (3 ~ 4) (1 5 ~ ~) (8 10) ( ;) is (24, 13). From the representation of Bm

it is known that irreducible representations oi Bn can be indexed by double partitions. For

a partition A = l~12AJ .- . nA- of n, i.e., the number i occurs .Ai times in J for any i, we shall

[1use ; to denote the number of permutations on [n] of ‘-ype A. It is well-know-n that

[1

n n!

A = 1% A,!2A2A2! . ..-

Given a double pwtition (A, p) F (p, q) of n, It is not difficult to show that the number of

signed permutations of type (J, p) equals

()[:1[:12n-’(A)-’(A)
(3.9)

Suppose S u T is a disjoint union of [n] such that ISI = p and ITI = q. Consider all baianced

permutations z on S of type A. Given an underlying cycle of length m, there am 2“’-1 way~

to form a balaaced cycle by attaching signs to each element in the underlying cycie.Thus,

giver an underlying permutation on L of type A, we can form 2P-((A) balanced permutations

the same type. A similar argument shows that given any underlying permutation on T of

type p, we may form 29‘([M) totally unbalanced permutations of the same type. Combining

these two arguments, we obtain (3.9).

The foUowing Lemma gives the parity of the numbel of minus signs in each cycle of the

signed permutation Xk, where the underlying permutation of x is a cycle.

Lemma 3.3 (Cycle Splitting Lemma) Let R he a ui~ned pcmmdafion with undcrl~ing

pemuiation is a cycle oj lcnglh n. Suppe u hm A minus aigna. Then Xk can be de-

composed into (k, n) uigncxf cycles wiih each of kngth n/(k, n). Mumowr, the number o!

min w signu in ●ach uigned CVCICoj Th is ccmgmmrd to k/( k, n ) A maiulo 2.

Proof, Withoul IOM of generality, wr may wume that 7 hw underlying

C = (12.., ft). I.(’t 6 = (t,, fiz, . . . ,tfn) Iw th? reign vrctor of r; it is known

7
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be decomposed into (k, n) cycles with each of length n/(k, n). Thus, the underlying cycle

decomposition of # also has (k, n) cycles with each having length n/(k, n). Let d = (k, n),

in general, a cycle of Ck containing the element i has the following form:

i - i+k

i+k - i+2k

i+(n/d-l)k - :,

here the numbers in the abo~.~ediagram are taken modulo n. Let

sign vector of rk. Since C(j) E j + 1 (mod n), we have Ck(j) s

C-l(i) s i - 1 (mod 2), applying CoroUary 3.2, it follows that

Oj -ti+di-l + . ..+ Ji_k+l (mod 2) .

(d1,62,.,., @n) be the

j + k (mod n). Since

The number of minus signs contained in the above cycle equals 81 + #&+9+ “.. + ‘(n/d-l )&+i.

Then we have

ntd - I n/d-l k-~

x
Ojk+l -

x ~ ~jk+:-1 (mod 2)
j=o j=O 1=0

= ~~1+~1-] + ‘--tdl-k+l)

t(dl+k+ 6,+k-1+ .-. +~,+1] ”--”

+(di+(n/~-,)k + 6i+(nid-i)k-1 + “. . ~, 61+(n/d-Z)~+l) .

Rearranging the summands in the above identity, we obtain

(6~-k+l + 61-k+Z + .~. +61)+ (6~+l+6i+a +c”. +61+k) +.” “+(6i+(n/d-2)k+l ~ mm‘t 6i+(m/d-i)k) ,

Note that (n/d) k s O (mod n). Thus i + (n/d - l)k and i - k + 1 can be regarded as

consecutive numbers (mod n) so that all the aboie summands can be arranged on a circle

of length (n/d)k. Since all the indices of 6 in the above summation are taken mcdulo n, the

above sum can be further simplified to

61+62+ 00m+ 6(n/d)~

= 61+62+””” + d[k~d)~

= (k/d) (61 +62+ “.” +L)

= (k/d) A .

Thus the number of signu in each cycle of mk is congruent to (k/d) A modulo 2. I

By the above Lemma, it can be seen that if x ig a balanced cycle, then Xk is balanced for

any k. and that if x io totally unkdanccd, then xk is balamced whenever k/(k, n) ie even or

otherwitw Sk in totally unbalanced. Furthermore, the Cycle Splitting Lemma can be used to

determine the cycle structure of Xk based on the cycle structure of r.
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Lemma 3.4 L.zt z be an unbalanced cycle of length n. LA k be a positite integer. Now mute

n and k in the jorm n = 2’s and k = 2J! u~hem s and i am odd. Then rk is &Anced ij and

ordy if j > i.

PmoJ. Since n = 2’s, k = 2Jt, and a and t are odd, we have

Then it is easy to see that k/(k, n) is even if and only if j > i. By the Cycle Splitting Lsmma,

it follows that rk is balanced if and

We now recd.! a result from [1]

of Qm. This result altogether with

polynornhl of B..

only if k/(k, n) is even. This completes the prcmf. ~

concerning the number of fixed vertices of a symmetry

Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 will be suficient to give the cycle

Proposition 3.6 ([1]) I%t ~ h? a symmetry or Q. mpmsenltd by a signed ~mnutation. 1’

r Ir hianced, then it has 2k jhed t’ertices when k is the numkr oj tmlanced cycles of z;

otheru’ise x has no fucd ucrtcz.

To describe the main re~ult of this section, we need the following notation. Let A be a

partition of n and r be a permutation on [n] of type A. We shall use CA(Z) to denote the cycle

polynomial of the cyclic group (m), and we shall call it the cyclic polynomial of A. Clearly,

such a definition does not depend on the choice of the permutation r. For a permutation

r of type ), it is e~y to see that the order of the x equals [J], where [J] stands for the

letust common multiple of the components of ~,. Let J = l~12A’ . . . nA-, for any k, the cycle

structure of Xk, denoted Ak, is given by

1
(i,k) A,

Ak= ~ [i/(i,k) .
i

As a result, the numLer of cycles in rk equals

1

Thus the cyclic polynomial of A is given by

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

We are now arc ready to present the main result of this siection,

Theorem 3.6 fzt (J, p) be a double partition and let i & the rnazirnum nurnkr such that

2i is a jacbr of dornc pUrf oj Il. .$et r = 2’+1 ij p + 0 otherwise set r = 1, Suppout # ie a

aigncd pcnnulatton oj type (A, II ). 7’hcn lhc numbrr oj CUCICSo! r when acting on Qn cquab

9



Pmoj. By Lemma 2.1, the number of reduced cycles of m on Q. is determined by the

number of fixed vertices of the signed permutations of mk. It follows from Proposition 3.5

that # does not have any fixed vertex if mk is not baluced. To make mk balanced, by Lemma

3.4, k has to contain the factor r; otherwise there exists an unbakmced cycle 8 of m such that

r does not divide the length of 0, it follows that Ok totally unbalanced. In other words, mk

haa no fixed vertex unless rk E (%’). Clearly, n’ is a balanced permutation of type Jr u p’.

Suppose T is of order m. Since the identity permutation is balanced, it follows that m must

contain the factor r. Since Zr is balanced, the order of (x”) is just the order of an ordinary

permutation of type J’ U P’, which is [Ar, p’]. Therefore, the order of r equals m = r [Ar, p’].

By Lemma 2.1, it follows that the number of induced cycles of T on the vertices of Q. equals

Corollary 3.7 The cycle plpnomial oj B. is given by

L ,2” (;) ,,&p,, [;] [;] 2n-~(J)-f(.,rc,,uMr(2),,,2mn!
,,

whew r is given as in Theorem 9.6.

By p61ya’s theorem, the number of nonisomorphic vertex cc!~rhgs G{ Qn usir,g In coiurs

equals the cycle polynomials of B~ evaluated at = - ~.. !s ;xti:uk:, h m = C ~: yic!ds the

number of types of Boolean functionti in n variables.

4 The Cycle Polynomial of Hn

In this section, we shall restrict ourselves to induced permutat’z ~; of signed permutations

on the edgeu of Q~. In a sirukr vein of the precechg section, m ,.pect~ that the number

of cycles in the induced permutation is dependent only on the type of the original signed

permutation. Thus, the aim of this section is to compute the number of induced cycles (i.e.,

the number of cycles of the induced permutations) of a signed permutation of type (A, p).

To this end, we first consider the number of fixed edges of a signed permutation of given

type, again, a signed permutation is considered to act on edges of Qn through its induced

permutation. Now we need the iollowing rem.dt from [1]: let m bc a signed permutation acting

on the edges on Q“, th~n n h- a fixed vdge if and only if m is baJanced and contains a l-cycle

or m containE a unbalanced l-cycle and all the other cycles are balanced,

(J, 1), where J F n- 1. Using this result, we may derive the number of fixed

permutation of given type.

i.e., x is of type

edges of a signed

Proposition 4.1 Let m be a ~igned permutation aciing on the edges of Q.. 1/m is balanced

and of ty~ A, thrn if has J12tfA1- 1 fized edges. f~ K is OJ ty~ (A, 1), then it has 2((J) Jired

cdgm
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Proof. We first consider the case when T is balanced. If Al = O, i.e., T has no l-cy~e, then

it has no fixed ~ither. So we may assu.mc that Al ~ 1. As in [1], an edge of Qn is represented

by a sequence of n - 1 O’s or 1“s with one occurrence of the symbol ● . For example. OO1O1*1O

denotes the edge joining the vertices 00101010 and 00101110. Treating m as a symmetry on

the vertices of Q~, it then fixes an edge, al .-. al-l ● ai+l . . . an, if and only if m contains the

l-cycle (i) (by the separation mgument in [1]). In such a case, al . . .ai-l ai+l . . “am b~mes a

fixed vertex for ~he signed permutation m’ obtained from T by removing the cycle (i). Thus by

Proposition 3.5, there are 2f[X’J = ~(sl-l choices for the subsequence al “. . ai-l ai+l .- am.

Mor~ver, for any l-cycle (z) of m we may place ● in the ith position of the above edge

representation. Thus, there are Al choices for the position of ●, so that the total number of

IL. - &dges of T equals Al%(”) -l.

Let us now consider the cue when m is of type (A, 1), that is, r contains only one unbal-

anced l-cycle, say, ( i ), and all other cycles of r are balanced. Then the separation argument

of [1] shows that the symbol ● must appear at the ith position in the above representation of

fixed edges of z. Thus, a fixed edge of z is of the form al . . . ai-l ● ai+l ..- cn, and the number

of choices for the subsequence al . . . ai-l ai+l . . . an equalsi 2(’~1, which makes the number of

fixed edges of 7. I

Analogous to the strategy of computing the cycle polynomial oi B., here we need to count

the number 01 induced cycles on edges of Qn of a signed permutation of@ ven type. Because

of t hr appearance of two cases in the above Proposition 4.1, we shall proceed according to

these two c~es. For a partition a, we shall use ~j(a) to denote the number occurr~nces of j

in a. Let ~ = ~A,~A2. ..nA”m From (3.10) it follows that

~l(~~)=~i~~.
ilk

We now give the main result of this section which leads to the cycle

induced edge automorphism group Ifm of the n-cube,

Theorem 4.2 SuppOLWfi is a signed pmndaficn o! type (A, 1), then the

cycles o! T equals

( )

1 ‘~ ~c(A’) + ~ ~,(~zk]2’(~2h) .

2 [Jql ~=, 2k52 [AZ]

(4.1)

polynomial of the

number of indticed

(4,2)

1/T ia a signed permutation of type (A, p) when p # 1, then the numtwr of induced cycles oj

T is givL,i hy

*,/ 0,(7’)2’(7’)-’,
=

(4,3)

where r is defined as in Theorem Y.6 and y = Ar u pr.

Prwf. We first prove (4.2). Suppose m i~ of type (A, 1). Necall that for n, thr rumbm r

eqush 2; the order of x is thus 2[A~]. If k is odd, then Tk is of type (Ak, 1). Ily Proposition

11



4.1, the number of edges fixed by mk equals ?f~al. If k is even. then rk is balanced with type

Ak U 1. Then Proposition 4.1 shows that the number of fixed edges of Tk equals

Hence by Lemma 2.1. the number of induced cycles of T adds up to (4.2).

Next we prove (4.3). Suppoee m is of type (J, p) where p # 1. We claim that Tk does

not have any fixed edges unless Zk is balanced. We may zumme that p # 0 otherwise the

claim holds trivially. SuppcMP Zk is not balanced. this implies that there exists an ~lnbalamced

cycle @of T such that dk contains an unbalanced cycle. By the Cycle Splitting Lemma, every

cycle of @ must be unbalanced. Let i be the length of the cycle 8, then (# con!ains (i, k)

cycles with each having length i/(i, k). If i > 1, then either (i, k) > 1 or i/(i, k) > 1, that

is, dk contains either an unbalanced cycle of Iengih at le~t 2 or at Ie-t two unbalanced

l-cycles. By Proposition 4.1, rk cannot havt= any fixed edge. W’e now consider the case when

@ is balanced for every unbalanced cycle d 01 ~ wi~h length at le~t CWO. If such a cycle

d exists, then k must be even. Thus x must be balanced btia.u= for any signed l-cycle a,

ok is balanced whenever k is even. Finally, we are l~ft to the c=e when T dews not +ave

any unbalanced cycles of length at le~t two. Since p # 1, T h- ●t le~t two unbalanced

!. CYCIC9.[f ~ h~ at lr~q~ t!l,e ~ji:bfluced l-cycles, then for any odd pum!~~r k -k !IX the

sa~~ nllmher 0[ llnbalancl~d l.cvrles as ~, which implies that mk h~ no fi:c< :Jgc GEd for

any even number k, r k becomes balanced. Thus, we arrive at the conciu.sic:~ that %k cmes

dot have any fixed edge unless rrk is balanced. As we showed in th~ proof of Theorem 3.6, rk

is balanced if and only if Tk E (*F). By Proposition 4.1, m~k h- ~i(7k)2’(7bl-1 fixed edges

Since r is known O( order r [7] and 7 has order [7], by Lemma 2.1 we obtain (4.3). &

Similar to Coroll=y 3.7, the preceding ‘rheorem actually gives the cycle pdynotnial of

JYmby gumming over all double partitions of n. Let K( Hm;z) be the cycle polynomial of

H,.. chon by Polya’s th~or~m. K( H.; m) givIss the numbm of nonisomr,rphic colorings on the

Ages of Q. using m colors.

5 A Cycle Structure Lemma

In thin section, w? propom a method to compute thr cyrl~ indrx of a permutation ~oup C in

terms of the number of fixed points of ●n element in G. We will fir~t give a gwwral formula

aad then apply it to the hyperoctaklral group lfm and its indutwd mlge autmrmrphinm group

If.. In view of P61ya’s thm:~m. using th~ rycle indrx of a permutation group on- obtains

t.h~ gcm~rat.ing fllnrtion of nonisomorphic coloring patt~rns. which in mom deta,ildthan just

the tiumber of ncmisomorphic coloring~. For thin purpose, sometirnen it in necemuy to know

the cycle inrkx of.1 permutation group. JVo shall achievr this g~ul for hrxh B. and Ifn, Th~

cycle index of f?m hru hiwn computed by Harri~on mnd High [!1]in a rat4m rmnplirat~ way,

hot our formula is mud more natural and clearer. Tho cycle ~tru,-turm of Hn n-ins to haw

12



b-n untouched before, although it is well motilated b) :he nonisomorphic edge colorings of

Q. as weIl as by the recent interesting in edge symmetri= of computer networks, and our

formub for H. axe believed to be new.

Lat G be a permutation group on a finite set S. As in Lemma 2.1, fcw any ~ E S we

shall use ~(m) to denote the number of elements of S that are fixed by x. Then the following

Lemma establishes a connection between the cycle structure Of r and the number of fixed

points of a permutation in G.

Lemma 5.1 (Cyck Struc*ure Lemma) Izt x bs a pemaufdim on S, then the numkr

of k-cycles o! T is given by

~ p(k/i) U(r’) . (5.1)
Ilk

where p is the ciassical M6biu function.

Pmoj. Let \k(T) denote U’(rk ) and gk[ r) demote the number of eiemencs z of .S such z is

fixed ty rk but no~ by anj pmmutaticn K’ for r < k. We are going to establish the following

relation:

jk(~!= ~ g,(~). (5.2)
Ilk

Let z bc a fixed poinl of r~ ad i be the small number such that z is fixed by r’. lJ;e ciaim

that ilk; othetwisc wc assume k = qi + r where O e r < i, Since z is fixed by both Th and

x’, it follows that rq’(r) = z and

which contradicts the definition of i. Thus, we have shown tha~ ilk, which yields (5,2), From

(!5.2) and the M6bius inversion, we obtain

gk(~)= ~ p(k/i) /,(r) . (5.3)
Ilk

What remtins to be proved is that gk(x) equals the number of k cycles of x, It is not difficult

to see that if : is in a k-cycle of m, then it must k fixed by Xk but not by any m’ for r < k.

Therefore, k must be the smallest number such that Tk fixes z. Conversely. if&is the emalleat

number such that rrk fixes z, then z must he in a k-cycle of ~, The prmf is thus complete.

m

AR expected, the purpmw of LLP rcrntindpr of this papw is to obtain th~ inducpd cycle

at,ructure of a si~ed permutation of given type. In accordance with the above Lcmrna, this

problem reduces to the computation of the number of Sxcd vertices and fixed edges of the

signed pmrtutation Tk, giwm the typ~ of x. At this point, wc have already ●ncounter th-

nurnbms in computing th~ cycle polynomial of B. and H., In the proofs of neorem 3,6

●nd Th-mm 4,2 we hav~ artually shown the following two propositions. R-all that for a

drmbl~ p~tition (J, A), thr numhrr r is determined by p u in Thmmm 3,6.



Proposition 5.2 Let T & a sqned permutation oj typ (J, p), then Tk has &[~’UM*l Jued

vertices ij rlk; othetie r’ has not jized v@ez.

Finally, we note that the mm.imum length of an ifiduced cycle of a signed permutation T

is bounded by the order of r, which has been shown to be r [A’ U p’]. Since the number of

signed permutations of a given type is determined in (3.9), like Corohy 3.7, the cycle indices

of B. and H“ can be obtwned by summing the cycle structures of signed permutations x of

type (A, p) over all double partitions (A, K),
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